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1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
In this paper, we present an algorithm which solves the following prob- 
lem. Let 
Pd(l) = (f(z) = $ UjZj, ad = 1, IajI s l]. 
P: For an]fE Pd(l), any E > 0, find {Xj}j”=i such that [Xj - tjl 5 E, where 
f(Z) = IIj=l (Z - (j)j>. 
We remark that no algorithm can solve the problem, uniformly in d and 
E, without assuming a compactness condition on the root space or coeffi- 
cient space. We also note that given any polynomialf,P = uf(bz) E P,j(l) 
for appropriate constants a and 6. 
Hereafter, x satisfying Ix - tjl 5 E will be called an c-root off. 
Our focus here is to minimize the branching (if-then, else) appearing in 
the algorithm. This minimum number is called the topological complexity, 
a concept which has been recently developed by Smale (1989) as a part of 
a new notion of a machine (or an algorithm). An algorithm is a function 
from input space BP to output space R” which allows only rational maps 
and branchings. It may be viewed as a directed tree with the following 
types of nodes; one root (input), leaves (output), computational nodes 
(rational maps), and branching nodes. Our algorithm has (d - 1) branch- 
ing nodes (d leaves) and hence establishes that the upper bound of topo- 
logical complexity of the above problem P is no more than (d - 1). 
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Further, we show that this can be done in log d steps of branching nodes; 
i.e., the depth of the corresponding tree is log d. 
Smale (1989) shows that the topological complexity of the above prob- 
lem P is at least (log d)2’3. Vasiljev (1988) has improved this lower bound 
to d/2 in general, (p - 1) if p is a prime, and further to (d - 1) if the 
Goldbach conjecture is true. These results are based on the theory of the 
cohomolgy ring of the braid group. Vasiljev also proved the existence of 
an algorithm with Topological Complexity (d - 1). 
In our problem, an implication of the topological complexity is that 
there is a partition of P&) into d semialgebraic sets Vk and d rational 
maps %k: Vk-+ Cd such that %k(f) = {xj}j=l,,,.,d, where the Xj'S are E-roots 
off. Our result is constructive and a rational map ank will be given explic- 
itly. For a subclass of PR(l) of real polynomials with only real roots, we 
give an algorithm whose topological complexity is 0; i.e., we present a 
formula (a rational map) which evaluates all d c-roots. In summary, our 
main results are: 
THEOREM A (Main Theorem). The topological complexity of the prob- 
lem P is no more than (d - 1). More precisely, the algorithm in Section 2 
has a topological complexity (d - 1) and always finds all d E-roots off. 
The depth of this algorithm is log d. 
THEOREM B. For a polynomial in Pd(l) which has only real coeffi- 
cients and real roots, the rational maps 9. defined in Section 2,jind all E- 
roots off, i.e., the topological complexity is 0. 
Now we sketch the idea behind the algorithm briefly. The idea is to use 
the local covering structure of a polynomial f and to lift a ray L in the 
target space to d-disjoint curves in the source space by f -'. Of course, the 
usual obstruction in the covering structure is the set of the critical points 
off. However, note that there are at most (d - 1) critical points and 
values off. More explicitly, we partition the target space into d open 
sectors Wk of equal angle centered around the rays Lk = {tmk : Wk = 
e21ricWd), t > o}k=t 2 . . ..d. Since there are at mOSt (d - 1) Critid VakS, there 
is at least one ol&r sector and ray, say W,,, and L,, which has no critical 
value. Note that for that W,,,, j f -I( W,) + W,,, is a covering map of degree 
d. Hence one can lift L, by f -l to d disjoint curves in the source space 
which terminate at the d roots off, counting the multiplicity. The upper 
bound of (d - 1) branching nodes (or topological complexity) arises from 
the testing of at most (d - 1) sectors before arriving at a critical value-free 
sector. 
The detailed arguments, such as how to numerically approximate 
f-'(L) and ho w o t d t e ermine a set of d E-roots off, will be discussed in 
later sections. 
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Remark. Although computational cost is not our concern in this pa- 
per, we would like to mention that our algorithms are straightforward to 
implement and their arithmetic operation counts are 
O(d6llog &(2(log d)J) for Algorithm [II], 
O(d4Jlog .$(log d)3) for Algorithm [IV], 
O(d2Jlog &((log d)3) for Algorithm [III]. 
2. ALGORITHMS 
We will often identifyf = E&O ajzj by its coefficients (a~, aI, * * * , ad-r) 
E Cd, if it is not confusing. The following rational maps [I], [III] and the 
Balanced Tree below with the rational maps [II], [IV] will be called Algo- 
rithms [I] through [IV], respectively. 
[I] We being with the special-case algorithm for f whose roots and 
coefficients are real. 
Let Np.&) = z - h(f(z)/f’(z)) and Nj,h denote the sth iterate of ZV’,h. 
Define 3.: lRd + Rd as CR(f) = (Xi) E Rd, where 
xj = N~.h(Zj), 
zj = 3e2ni(1+4j)/4d , g=f-ii 0 
d 
1 
h = 32(d + d/log ~1)’ 
s = 800d2]10g .s12. 
Then 9?(f) is a d-tuple of all d z-roots off. 
[II] Now we describe our main algorithm, which applies to allfE Pd(l). 
There are two parts in this algorithm. 
1. At least one of 5% satisfies the test. 
2. If %k satisfies the Test below, then C&(f) is a solution set. 
For each fixed k = 1, . . . , d, define 5%: Cd ---, Cd by 9&(f) = 
(XI, . . . 7 xd) E Cd, where 
Xj = Ni,h(Zj), zj = 5de2ai(k+jd)idz 9 g = f - pe2nikld 9 
h=L 1 
16d3 2 + 3 log 2d + 2(log ~1’ 
s = 4d4[9(log d)2 + 4jlog &I2 + 23 log dllog ~11. 
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Then one of the C&k satisfies the following Test and C&(f) is a solution 
set. 
Let f: UjZj - i bjzjll E 2 [Uj - bjl2j. 
I/ 0 0 
TEST. Let /A(&) = (&/4d)d. IS T(f, a(f)) = T(f, (X1, X2, . . . , xd)) = 
IIf- II/r, (Z - Xj)(l I /J- 5 /L(E)? H ere FL(E) is small enough to conclude that 
the roots off and (Xj) are within E distance. 
Then naturally one designs the following algorithm. 
1 no 
-- 
[T(f,] yeS. I] 
We can also make the above Long Tree into a Balanced Tree of depth 
log d by using the Depth Reducing Lemma, which we prove in the Appen- 
dix. 
1 Balanced Tree 1 
y/in y//n y/\n 
There are many other iterational schemes which can replace the above 
3 and Sk. We chose them because they are easy to state and mathemati- 
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tally interesting. We will describe other kinds of iterational map CR and C&k 
which use a smaller number of iterations. 
More Examples of C&.‘s 
[III] Let g be as in [I]. Define 
!B(f) = M; [(30 e*ffi'~~3~d')j=1,...,d , . 1 
where M; denotes the sth iterate of M,,, s = 26d(log 24 + log 3) + 
26dllog ~1, r) = 25/26, and M,,: Cd+’ * Cd+’ is defined as 
[IV] For each fixed k = 1, 2, . . . , d, let g be as in [II] and zj = 
15e21ri(1+4J~‘4d. DeJine %k: Cd + Cd as 
%k(f) = (xj)j=1,__,, d = P * MG [ (~)~:~...~d], 
where Pk = (15d) d e 2”ik/d, s = 52d2110g E[ + 52d* log 15d + 52d* log 24d, 
r) = 1 - 1/26d, and P is the projection to the first d components. 
Remark 1. Algorithms based on the higher-order Euler iterational 
method can be used in the algorithms above (cf. Kim, 1985, 1989; Shub 
and Smale, 1986). 
3. PRELIMINARIES 
Now, we review some basic theory of analytic functions regarding a 
polynomial. 
We recall that for z withf’(z) # 0, an inverse branch f,’ off such that 
f;‘(f(z)) = z is well defined. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose 0 is a simply connected domain which does not 
contain any critical value off Then f: f-‘(n) + fl is a covering map. 
More precisely, f -‘(a) = Ujd_l Uj is a union of d disjoint domains and&: 
Uj --j Q are biholomorphisms. In particular, one may obtain fJr' as an 
analytic continuation Off i,’ for any Zj E Uj. 
Proof. Since there are no critical values in R, it is well known thatf: 
f-‘(a) + R is a covering map. Since R is simply connected, f -‘(i-l) is a 
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union of d disjoint domains and fi = flu, is a biholomorphism for each j. 
The second statement is immediate from the uniqueness of the analytic 
map. n 
LEMMA 2. Let Wk = {w : rk/2d < arg w < r(k + 1)/2d} for 
k=l,. . . , d. Then for any f, there is at least one k for which Wk does 
not have a critical value off. 
Proof. Just note that there are at most (d - 1) critical values off in the 
entire complex plane. n 
Let pf = Min 
f ‘(B)=O 
1 f ‘(@I. 
COROLLARY 3. For any f and p > 0, there is g = f - pk, where pk = 
pe2rwd, 1 5 k 5 d, such that 
(i) pg B p sin(T/d) 
(ii) g has no CritiCal Value On fl = Wk - pk = {W - j& : W E Wk}. 
Hence, g: g-’ (a) + 0 is a covering map and there are d analytic 
inverse branches gj’ of g on 42. 
Proof. Let g = f - p, where k is the integer such that wk does not 
have a critical point off as in Lemma 5. Note that g is merely a translation 
off by -pk and hence g has no critical values in wk - pk = {w - pk : w E 
wk}. One notes that wk - pk also contains wk and the disk Dpsin(T/d)(O) of 
radius p sin(r/d) at the origin. Hence pg = Min 1 f(fl)j 2 p sin (r/d). w 
For an angle A 5 1rl2 and z. E @, we define a wedge, 
WA,,, = [w : larg :I < A, Iw( < 2/w01}. 
Suppose f ;’ is analytic on WA,fCzj and 0 < E 5 pf/13. Let [ = max(2, 
1 f(zg)jlc). Then we have, 
PROPOSITION 4. Let 
1 sin2(A/2) 
h = 4 3 sin2(A/2) + log 5 * 
Inductively define zn+l = z,, - h(f(z,Jlf’(z,J). Then for n 1 s [ ((sin(A/2))/ 
4h)2, we have If( < E 5 p#3. 
Proof. See Theorem 3 in Smale (1981). Although only the case of E = 
pf is stated, the proof is valid for all E ‘: 1 f(zo)(/2. One will find our 
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statement above in the last paragraph in the proof of Theorem 3, p. 17, of 
Smale (1981). n 
PROPOSITIONS. Su~~~~efzo'isanalyticonawedge W,.,,andIf(z,J- 
woI < Iwo1 ((sin A)/(25 + sin A)). DeJine inductively, w,, = (1 - ((sin A)/ 
26)“~~ and zn+l = z,, - (f(z,) - w,+dlf’(z,). Then zn+l = fZ:‘(z,) E 
f;l(WA,fCzO)) is well definedfor all n and Iwn - f(z,)l 5 [w,-11. 
Proof. This is basically Theorem A and Proposition 1 in Smale (1985). 
One will find that the general statement with an angle A in place of r/12 
remains true. In particular, following the proof of Lemma 2 to Proposition 
1 in Smale (1985), the corresponding notations are M = 1 - h, h = cx sin A, 
L = /3 sin A, (Y = p = (sin A)/(25 + sin A). n 
Throughout this paper, {tj}j=i,...,d and {&}j=I,,.,,d will denote the roots off 
and g, respectively. 
The following two lemmas estimate the perturbation of roots and coeffi- 
cients of a polynomial. 
LEMMA 6. Suppose g -f = x&,' qjzj, where I[j/ 5 R, R < ~0. Zf xjd=r 
IqjJRj 5 (&/4d)d th en we have g = II&l (Z - &) with I& - &I 5 E. 
Proof. For each [k, consider d concentric circles around & with radii 
Ej/2d,j= 1, . . . , d. Since there are at most d roots off, there is at least 
one annulus which does not contain a root off. Let Ck be the midcircle in 
that root-free annulus. Note that, on Ck, (z - &I I &/4d for all the roots &j, 
SO that we have (f(z)1 = III,Ll (z - tj;.>I 2 (E/4d)d 2 I f(z) - g(z)l. NOW by 
the well-known Rouche theorem, we conclude that f and g have the same 
number of roots inside of Ck. Since the radius of Ck is less than ~12, we can 
pair them such that I&, - &I < E. Continue the above process for all tj $ 
Ck, j > k, and tj $; .$k. n 
Conversely, we also have 
LEMMA 7. Let E I Rld, d 2 2. Suppose l[jl I R, and I[j - &I I &for all 
j. Then 
d-l 
g - f = 2 VjZj, 
j=O 
where c (qj/Rj I E i (3R)d. 
Proof. Note that f and g can be written as f(z) = x:,dZo S&,,z” and 
g(z) = &I s d ,,z”, where S, and s, are the elementary symmetric func- - 
tions of [j’s and G’s. Let q,, = S, - 3,. Note that 
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Now, note that 
/ ii &(m) - fi L(m,/ 5 I(R + E)” - R”I t?Z=l Wl=I 
since E/R < l/d I 1 and [&I 5 R. Hence 
LEMMA 8 (Koebe). Let g be schlicht (one-to-one analytic on the unit 
disk D,(O) with g(0) = 0). Then 
14 lb4 (1 5 I&)l 5 - (1 - r)*’ where r = IwJ < 1. 
Proof. See Hille (1962, pp. 351, 353). n 
For z withf’(z) # 0, let Rsz be the radius of convergence off;’ atf(z). 
It is well known that Rfz = If(e) - f(z)1 f or some critical point 8 off(e.g., 
see Smale, 1981, Lemma 7). 
COROLLARY 9.
lw - .&)I 1 
If’Cdl (1 + f-I* 5 If;‘(w) - f;‘(f(z))l 5-L Jw - fCz)l If’(z)1 (1 - r>* ’ 
where Jw - f(z)1 < Rf,, and r = Iw - f(z)I/Rfz. 
Proof. Recall thatf;’ is one-to-one analytic on D&(Z)), where R = 
Rf,,. Since (f;‘)‘(f(z)) = llf’(z), it is easy to note that (l/R)f’(~)(f;~(Rw) 
- f(z)) is schlicht. Now apply Lemma 8. n 
We close this section with a few estimates regarding a polynomial 
/.L, when IzI is large. Let (ajl I 1 and p 5 1 and let IzI = 
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FACTS. (i)f(z) = zd + q, Iql < RdI(R - 1). 
(ii) arg(f(z)/zd) < l/(R - 1). 
(iii) If’(z)1 L (d - l)Rd-‘. 
(iv> Rf,, 2 %fk)l. 
Proof. TO see(i), writef(z) = zd + 7,~ = E$$ ajzj + /.L, lajl 5 l,Ipl < 
l/R. Then 171 I (Rd - l)l(R - 1) 5 RdI(R - 1). 
To see (ii), 
. 171 lrll (Rd - 1YtR - 1) < 1 5 arcsin m 5 m 5 Rd -R-l’ 
To see (iii), just note that 
d-l 
If’(z)1 = d&’ + ,z jajzj-’ 2 dRd-’ - (d - 1) s 2 (d - l)Rd-‘. 
Finally to see (iv), we recall that the radius of convergence off;‘, Rf,, = 
If(z) -f(e)1 for some critical point 8 off. Note that If(e)1 < 2d+’ ford 2 3, 
since If’(z)/ > 0 for IzI 2 2. Note that If(@l c: 1 for d = 2, since I$ I &, and 
that (f(e)] I 5 ford = 3 since 101 5 1. Hence we have Rf,, 2 If(z)1 - If(e)1 
2 Rd - RdI(R - 1) - If(e)1 2 tlf(z)l, for all d. n 
4. PROOFANDTHETHEOREMS 
Proof of Theorem A. The proof will be in two parts. 
One: If?&(f) satisfies the test than Sk(f) is a solution set. 
Two: One of an,(f) satisfies the test. 
For One, we suppose %k(f) satisfies the test T, i.e., we have Ilf- 811 = 
Zlqjl2j 5 (&/4d)d, wheref - g = Xqzj. Then by Lemma 6, we conclude 
that 16 - rjl < E. 
For Two, we will show that T(f, %k(f)) f (l/d)&&) < F(E), so that we 
can use the same ak for the second statement of Theorem A. Let p = (l/ 
2d)((c/4d)d. By Corollary 6, there is g = f - pk with ,!& = pe2?ri(k’d), which 
has the properties that 
(i) pp?psinA; 
(ii) all d inverse branches gj’ of g are well defined on R, fi as in 
Corollary 6. 
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From now on, k will be fixed as above. Recall that g = x$=0 UjZj - pk. 
CLAIM 1. gj’ can be obtained by gb’ where {zj} = {Re2?r(jd+k)‘d2)}, for 
R 2 3. 
Proof. By Lemma 1, it is sufficient to prove that for k # j, zk # 
g;‘(g(zk)), which establishes that zk 4 g,‘(a) since g,’ is one to one. 
Now, note that lzj - zkl 2 2R sin (r/d) 2 2Rld for d 2 2. On the other 
hand, by Corollary 9, we have 
With the estimates in Facts, we have 
8 R 2R 
izj - g,‘(g(zk)>l s d-l R-l 4 7 5 lzj - zkl, 
and conclude that zk # g,‘(g(&)). n 
Let {Xjlj=l,...,d = ok. 
CLAIM 2. l&j)/ 5 (&/24d)2d and xj E g,“(Q). 
By Fact (ii), we have 
I  I  
arg g(Zj) 
1 - <-<- 
Zj” -2d-I-: 
on lzjl = R 2 2d. 
Hence g,:’ is analytic on WA,g(z,j, where A 2 r/d - U(2d - 1) 2 2/d for d 2 
2. Note that sin(A/2) 2 sin(l/d) 2 1/2d. In the setting of Proposition 4, we 
set 
h=I 1 1 (sin(A/2))2 
16d3 2 + 3 log 2d + 2llog E[ 
5 
4 3(sin(A/2))2 + log 5 
s = 4d4[9(log 2d)2 + 411og &I2 + 23 log dllog EJ] 2 (v)‘, 
where (2d)d+‘l(E/24d)2d 2 4 = lg(zj)ll(&/24d)2d. Now, by Proposition 4, we 
have 
kj)l 5 ($j)” 4 & (T&)~ and xj E g;‘(a). 
CLAIM 3. Ixj - 61 I (1/2d)(E/24d)dfor all j and (5 - &I < I& - 5jl* 
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This is the same argument given in Claim 3 in the proof of Theorem 4.4 
of Hille (1962), and we will be brief. Let y = g,:‘(t), where t = p((sinA)/13) 
I &Jl3). Then by Lemma 7, ]y - 5j] I (e/4d). Hence by Corollary 9, 
with z = 6 and r = tlpg 5 l/13, 
lx - sil 5 4lY - &l H 5 (&)(ygd. 
To see I,xj - ~1 5 It - ejj, note that g maps Iz - ~1 5 Iv] one to one into 
1~1 I 2t and lg(tj)l = /.L s 2t. 
CLAIM 4. Iln(z - xj) - gll = /III(Z - xj) - II(z - &)[I 5 (1/2d)(~/4d)~. 
This is immediate from Lemma 7. 
CLAIM 5. (xj) satis& the test. 
This is immediate since 
III (Z - xj) - gll 5 /II-I (Z - xj) - gll + lk - fll 
CLAIM 6. The problem P has a depth not more than log d. 
Since T(f, G&(f)) I (lId)p(a), we may apply the Depth Reducing 
Lemma given in the Appendix. 
Remark. For ?& in [IV], note that by Fact (i), 
and we have the situation that 
sin(n/d) 
IdZj) - WOI 5 l%l - 26 ’ 
Now, in the setting of Proposition 5, we set 
and 
N = 52d*]log E] + 52d* log 15d + 52d* log 24d, 
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where h and N are chosen so that 
IwNmll = (1 - h)N-‘lwOl 5 (1 - h)+‘(15jd 5 (&jzd, 
and all the iterates are in g,:‘(n). Then one can follow the same proof as 
above to establish the claim that Bk in [IV] can be used in both the 
Balanced and the Long Tree. n 
Proof of Theorem B. The proof is very similar to that of Theorem A 
but much simpler. 
Let g = f - pi, where p = (EIS)~. Then g: g-l(a) * R is a covering map 
where 
iI = {W = a + bi : b > -p}. 
because all the critical values offlie on the real axis. Further, the roots of 
g are within the distance of ~92 by Lemma 1. 
Let {Xj} = 9?(f) in [I]. We have the situation that g;’ is analytic on 
WA,p,z,,, where A L 7r/2 - 7r/6 L 7r/3, since Jarg(g(zj)/zjd)J 5 arcsin((ll(R - 
l))lRz3 = arcsin t = r/6. 
Use Proposition 4 with 
1 1 (sin(?r/6)>2 
h = 32(d + dllog ~1) s 4 3(sin(n/6))* + log 5’ 
and 
N = 800d*(log e]* L 4 (F)‘, 
to obtain that ]g(xj)] 5 (1/13)~ and xj E g,‘(a). NOW by Claim 3 above we 
have Jxj - ~1 5 I& - 61 5 s/2. Since 15 - [jjl 5 ]xj - &I + I& - tjl 5 E, the 
proof is complete. n 
Remark. For {Xj} = a(f) in [III], note that Ig(zj) - 3od] 5 30d sin (l/26) 
by Fact (i). Now we use Proposition 5 with h = l/26 and N = 160 (d log 30 
+ Jlog a]) and obtain (g(Xj)J 5 p/13 and conclude that ]xj - &jl 5 E. 
APPENDIX 
We consider the following problem. 
Let X = {xi, ~2, . . . , x,; xj 2 0). Find Xj < E. 
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With moderate additional information we can reduce the depth of the 
tree of the above problem to log n. 
LEMMA (Depth Reducing Lemma). Suppose there is xj < c&for c < 1. 
Then it takes log n decision steps to$nd an element xj < E. 
Proof. Case 1. c = l/n: Note that xj”=, l/xi > n/e, since there is at least 
one xj < z/n. Then we use the usual bisecting method; i.e., one of the 
following two will be true, 
Then one continues log n times until one of the following holds, 
L>L or L,I. 
Xj E Xj+l 6 
General Case. First, for a and b, solve the equation 
1 1 -=- 
ax+b E 
when x = E 
1 n -=- 
ax+b E 
when x = CE 
and obtain 
1 n-l 
a=j-q n and b=E 
Note that b/a = (1 - nc)l(n - 1) < 0 for c > l/n. Note that this is not a 
restriction because we can always use c’ > l/n since xj < CE < C’E for c’ > 
l/n. Further, note that ll(ax + b) T ~0 as x 1 -(b/a). 
Since there is xj < E/n we have ET=, ll(axj + b) > n/E. Again use the usual 
bisecting method with log n steps until one reaches ll(axj + b) > l/c. 
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Then conclude that 5 < E, since ll(ax + b) > 11~ only for x < E. 
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